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VIENNA ORTHO
The Vienna Ortho has been designed with firmer comfort layers and pocket springs to 

create a very supportive, yet comfortable mattress.

MATTRESS DETAILS

Size (W x L) Spring count Weight(kg)

90 x 190cm 576 24

135 x 190cm 896 36

150 x 200cm 1000 42

180 x 200cm 1292 50

Mattress border height: 28.5cm 
(including a 4cm maximum tolerance for loft of fillings 
for turnable mattresses)

DIVAN OPTIONS

*Includes height of castors/feet

Feel Height*

Storage 
options 
available

Firm edge pocket
standard height Medium 41.5cm 
low height 32cm -

Padded top Extra 
firm

standard height 41.5cm 
low height 32cm 

Padded top on legs Extra 
firm 31cm -

Padded top ottoman Extra 
firm 41.5cm 

2 Drawers 4 Drawers 2+2 Drawers Ottoman

Drawer specifications
• Solid hardwood timber
• Dovetail jointed for strength
• Steel ball bearing runners
• Ultra smooth operation

Width Length Height for 
internal 
storage

Storage 
weight 
limit

Large timber drawers 77.5cm 51cm 15cm 25kg
Small timber drawers 37cm 51cm 15cm 25kg

SPRING TENSION
Available in firm tension only.

HYPO-ALLERGENIC LAYER
A layer of hypo-allergenic fibre is used 
underneath the mattress fabric cover. This 
layer is sterilised and dust free, therefore, 
ideal for allergy sufferers.

2 ROWS OF HAND SIDE 
STITCHING
Skilled craftsmen use upholstery needles to 
hand stitch the mattress borders to provide 
better support and extending the sleeping 
area to the edge of the mattress.

TURNABLE
Both sides can be used prolonging the life 
of the product. Turnover and rotate your 
mattress once a week for the first 3 months 
and then once a month thereafter.

HAND TUFTED WITH FELT 
TUFTS
This traditional skill ensures all loose 
fillings are secured to provide the perfect 
finish to your mattress.

COTTON LAYER
Exceptionally breathable and highly 
absorbent, cotton is excellent at 
controlling body temperature through its 
superior moisture wicking properties.

1000

1000* POCKET SPRINGS
Pocket springs move independently and 
so provide the best postural support. 
The individual pocket springs follow and 
support your body shape and weight. 
*King size.

HAND-NESTED AND HAND-
CENTRE-TIED
Individual springs sewn in fabric pockets 
are hand-nested in a honeycomb pattern 
and tied with linen cord. This construction 
eliminates movement transfer for a more 
peaceful sleep.

LAMBSWOOL LAYER
Lambswool is blended into a blanket-like 
layer and used as a soft and insulating 
upholstery layer for added comfort.

RESILIENT FOAM
Provides a resilient and supportive surface 
feel. 


